How to Log a Commute in Your Commute Calendar

1. **Logging into your Commute Calendar:**

   Log in to your network and click on your name in the top left corner. Click on Commute Calendar in the drop down box.

2. **Logging Your Commute:**

   You will be taken to your personal Commute Calendar where you will be able to drag and drop the mode of transportation you used for your commute to any date. Each date is divided into a.m. and p.m. For example if you commute in the morning riding the bus and commute home in the evening walking, you are able to input both modes into one day.
3. **Input your Commute Details:**

Click ‘edit’ in the Commute Details section. This is where you will input your starting location and ending location to track your commute mileage and green statistics. You may either put your actual address, city and zip code or cross street intersection. You will get a better calculation if you put actual addresses. Click the ‘Save Details’ button. Using Google Maps your mileage will be calculated as a one way trip. When you enter both modes of transportation into a date it will calculate as a round trip.
4. **Receive Weekly Reminders:**

If you would like to receive weekly reminders to your email to update your commutes, click on the box at the bottom ‘Receive weekly reminder to update calendar.’
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**Congratulations**

You have successfully logged a commute in your Commute Calendar.